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WHO WE ARE?
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The Keltram Group was established in 2003 and over the years has become recognized as an innovative, ground-breaking company that provides
an excellent platform and catalyst for change, growth and dynamic development to each and every organization that entrusts its most valuable and
unique assets into Keltram’s care.

Through Keltram’s unique and tailor-made programs, filled with fun, adventure, physical and intellectual challenges, we will assist you in structuring

your organizations activities and help to ensure that you reach your desired outcomes, be it identifying leaders and or leadership qualities, building
cultural bridges, cultivating confidence and motivating prolific attitude changes, encouraging trust and faithfulness, improving communication,
developing insight and visionary skills, establishing cohesiveness within the workplace as well as teaching particular skill sets, whatever your
requirements Keltram is best suited to fulfill these quality services.

Keltram’s secret to ongoing success lies in the way that each and every teambuilding and or training event originates through our creativity and

versatility, thereby creating an environment for dynamic team spirit and influential change. Our daily mission is to provide ethical and efficient
service at cost effective prices but at all times striving to make a remarkable difference.
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List of activities we offer: 
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Sunshine events and Adventure Olympics Movie Making

Survival Challenge Puzzle Challenge

Boardroom Mini Olympics Battle of the Bands

Art Workshops Cocktail Challenge

Chefs Challenge The Apprentice

Drumming Raft Building

Indigenous Games Mini Formula One

Giant Foosball Cryptic Challenge
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The Key to choosing activities
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At Keltram we strive to ensure that we are able to cater directly to your specific needs, therefore with the description of each activity that will follow;
we have included a key list to help you, help us in structuring your particular package. Our activities can be adapted and tailored to accommodate groups
of various levels of fitness, even including physically challenged delegates. Time allocation for each activity or event is also included in the key list.
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Sunshine events are really popular and great way to build your team spirit and increase those dwindling energy levels. Activities 
include a variety of  interesting ball sports and creative teamwork challenges.

Adventure Olympics is comprised of numerous relay race type activities, such as a gumboot race, balloon popping, three legged race,
sack race, etc. and the group will be divided into equal teams in order to compete against each other. These activities are always

loads of fun and provide a lot of laughter.

These two activities can be run simultaneously as one event or they can be run as separate activities.

Outcome of these activities: Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1hr to 3 hrs 12 or More Medium to High Daytime No

SUNSHINE EVENTS & ADVENTURE OLYMPICS



This activity is not based on the popular television program “survivor” but is rather a very unique and incredible challenge comprising of genuine
survival skills and challenges that will help to teach you and at the end of this dynamic journey you and your team will have learnt that 

“impossible is nothing”.  In this challenge teams will be equipped with a map and a compass as well as an activity list, they will then have to
plot their course of action on the map and plan the best way to complete the activities that are on their list. The successful completion of each

activity will ensure a “reward” for the team, the reward maybe a food ingredient or an item needed to build a shelter etc.

Activities in this challenge range from non-physical mind challenges to more structured teamwork activities. The survival activities all vary in
their make-up and will require teams to tap into the knowledge of every individual.

Once teams have completed the challenges and obtained all of their rewards, they will be required to build a shelter and also prepare a meal 
backwoods style (without using any utensils).

Besides the Survival challenge being an immense amount of fun and really challenging the team dynamics, it also teaches each participant
relevant and incredibly interesting survival skills.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Leadership Conflict Resolution Planning Creativity

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3 to 6 hrs 12 or More Medium to High Daytime Yes

SURVIVAL  CHALLENGE



This activity is ideal for rainy or cold winter days and well suited for small to medium sized groups which can be entertained for hours. 
Boardroom mini Olympics can be done at any venue, with the only requirement of tables and chairs. 

This activity is not strenuous at all and consists of interactive mind games which entail communication, strategizing and planning as 
well as group competitive activities (played on a table top or carpet). Boardroom Mini Olympics can even be conducted at your offices 

respectively. 

Indoor activities such as table foosball, table pool, darts etc. will keep the adrenalin pumping and teams on their toes. This activity is a 
marvellous indoor substitute on foul weather days.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Leadership Conflict Resolution Planning

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1hr to 3 hrs 12 or More Low Daytime Yes

BOARDROOM MINI OLYMPICS



When creativity meets the flavours of delicious foods, a chef’s challenge is in order. For 3 hours, teams get the chance to cook up a storm 
and impress the taste buds of the judge. Groups need to be between the sizes of 15 and 200. This delicious event is venue specific as 

various appliances and spaces are requested. 

This activity can be combined with the cocktail challenge or drumming (see next 2 pages.)   A fusion of ideas results in tasty Potjie
competitions or Backwoods cooking. Food gets anyone excited, cooking it together however, gets teams to share ideas and thoughts

and work together to create something new.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Leadership Conflict Resolution Planning Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3 hrs 6 or More Low Day or night Yes

CHEF’S CHALLENGE



This day or evening activity is an interactive way for a group of between 5 and 600 people to bond and find some rhythm from within. The more that 
join in, the more fun, laughter and drumming there will be.  Interactive drumming is suitable for any venue, taking into consideration the noise 

level. This 1 hour event can be enjoyed around the fire show in the evenings, adding another dimension to the activity. All age groups are welcome 
as this interactive event is not at all strenuous. Participants will work together as a group and combine ideas and of course rhythm.

Enjoy interactive drumming as a day or evening event with a minimum of 5 delegates, however, the bigger the group the more fun there will be! 
This event is suitable for any venue, as long as the noise does not disturb any other guests.

For evening entertainment we highly recommend adding the fire show!  This is real value for money. Please do not try this at home.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Cohesiveness Team dynamics & Morale

Communication Positive attitude Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1 hr 6 or More Low Day or night N0

INTERACTIVE DRUMMING



COCKTAIL CHALLENGE

After a long day of conferencing, a cocktail challenge will ensure that groups relax into the evening and spend some time together on a social 
level. Groups of between 5 and 50 people are divided into teams to mix, shake, crush and stir their way to the best cocktail. The winning team is 

decided by the taste, originality and of course presentation of the cocktail they have created. 

This 1-2 hour activity requires teams to be able to strategize, plan and bring originality and creativity to the table. Teams are welcome to make 
both alcoholic and non- alcoholic cocktails as points are not determined by the amount of alcohol used. Any inside or outside venue is appropriate 

for this activity, taking into account that there needs to be bar facilities available. 

Ensuring that all team members know the ingredients of the cocktail will assist with collecting valuable points. Remembering that less is more, 
teams need to think carefully about how they will make use of their budget. This tasteful activity is ideal when combined with the Chef’s 

challenge.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1 hr 6 or More Low Day or night Yes



Encouraging the artistic side to come out is a great way to get colleagues to interact on a creative level. This indoor or outdoor activity gives group 
members a chance to use their hands and imaginations. An overnight drying area is required at the venue. For 1.5 hours groups get the chance to 

chat, laugh and share ideas over different mediums. This artistic activity encourages cohesiveness and exploration.

Have you ever thought about creating your own masterpiece to capture your memories of a special place, company morals and values? Then the 
Art workshops are specifically designed for you. Your art can be framed and put on display in your office and through repeating the workshop with 

other groups an even bigger picture can be created when putting or linking the art works together.

The art workshop consists of getting a group of any number of delegates together and using a pre-designed, workshop designed pattern or picture 
created by the group. This can be done by painting, mosaic, beadwork, creating rainmakers, musical instruments etc. Take your team outside their 
comfort zones and let them get creative. Our Art Workshop event is about working together as a team, working creatively to get that all important 

message locked in. This event is a true winner and delegates are always amazed at what they have accomplished. This workshop gives the 
participants’ time to associate with others in a non-working environment, make important decisions together, sharing in decisions, create 

something esthetical pleasing and have a strong reminder of the day that was filled with fun and new experiences.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Creativity Conflict Resolution Planning

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3 to 6 hrs 6 or More Low Daytime No

ART WORKSHOPS



Designed  to  stimulate  conversation  around  the  complex  issues  of  cultural  diversity,  this challenge provides great enjoyment for all team 
members. The process involves a series of fun  filled  traditional,  African,  Boere and  Colonial  games.  Some  of  the  games  that  teams 

participate in are Kgati, Dibeke, and Morabaraba, Jukskei, Egg toss and Tidily winks. 

Teams need to work together and give each other instructions on the rules of the games and how they  will  score  points  in the  process.  During  
the  allocated  time  for  the  activity  a  visual transformation   of   attitude   becomes   clear   to   see   amongst   team members.   Cultural 

understanding begins to assist all people in the group to work together and deal with the game at hand, its origins and why it was traditionally 
played. 

Groups are divided into teams and compete against each other on a rotational basis. This activity helps to bring about a sense of cultural education 
and understanding amongst different team members.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Creativity Conflict Resolution Planning Communication

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3 to 6 hrs 6 or More Low Daytime No

INDIGENOUS  GAMES



GIANT FOOSBALL

A minimum of 14 delegates participate in this game of Giant Foosball and compete for between 1 and 3 hours. Giant Foosball will keep groups 
smiling and laughing as they challenge each other, trying to score goals for their teams.

When combined with Sunshine Events, Giant Foosball will keep players entertained for hours. A flat, open lawn area (minimum of 22m x 10m) with 
a plug point is required to make this Giant Foosball event a success.

Giant Foosball can be combined with any one of our team building events or it may be enjoyed as an activity on its own. Should you wish to 
partake in only Giant Foosball, we will formulate your company’s own version of the PSL soccer league or the World Cup and have your teams 

competing for one of these prestigious titles.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale

Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

30 min – 2hrs 14 or More Low - med Daytime Yes



MOVIE MAKING

Finally, you can use those acting, script writing and producer skills that you have collected over the many years of watching award winning 
movies. The Movie Making activity is great amounts of fun and is guaranteed to get the creative juices flowing. It also gets participants laughing 

and working together to have fun and create something as a whole. 

The group of preferably 20 - 120 people is broken up into teams that have to write, produce and direct a short film or advertisement. Creativity, 
communication and of course teamwork are important factors to consider in this activity. Popular topics are supplied and may be adapted to the 

company’s specific needs and the aimed achieved outcome. Full instructions, props and all the relevant equipment are supplied. 

The group would need up to 4 hours for this event to ensure a memorable movie is produced. An edited copy will be delivered to your office after 
the event has taken place. An “Oscar Awards” evening is the perfect celebratory way to end off the day. Teams can view unedited clips on the big 

screen, while receiving Oscars in style! 

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-6hrs 6 or More Low Day or night No



PUZZLE CHALLENGE

This activity has been specifically designed for people who work as individuals and need to improve their teamwork or resource sharing skills. The 
concept involves a series of fun and participative activities where those in the group of between 5 and 300, strive for maximum points. 

Planning and strategizing are key elements as you have to successfully complete as many activities as possible. This 3 hour event is ideal for groups 
that want to focus on communication and problem solving. It is suitable for all age groups and fitness levels. 

This activity is best suited for the outdoors, however if the weather is not favourable, it can be adapted to a fun filled indoor activity. Groups can 
vary in size; no group is too small or too big. There are various outcomes that are aimed for at the end of this activity.

Know the product you work with Listen to the customer Have common goals

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Trust Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Decision Making

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1-3 hrs 5 or More Low Day or night No



RAFT BUILDING

Sink or swim is the relevant catch phrase here, thinking you can build a raft is one thing, but knowing whether it will it sail is another? 
Participating groups are divided into teams that will compete against each other by constructing a raft; points will be allocated for various 

elements such as: safety, presentation, teamwork and originality. Competitors will be required to draw a rough draft of the basic construction and 
workings of the raft, which must then be submitted to the judges who will either approve or reject the design, depending on the safety and 

feasibility of what is presented. Coupled with this activity, teams will need to create a unique team identity and emblem as well as compose and 
perform a war cry before setting sail to their final destination in order to complete the task. Raft building is great fun and is suitable for all fitness 

levels. The only requirement is that the venue must have a large dam or lake (The office Koi pond is not ideal). We will assist with all the 
arrangements of finding a suitable venue for this event. Raft building is an ideal summer activity as water is involved and you may get wet, 

depending on the quality of your raft.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Decision Making

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative Thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1-3 hrs 6 or More Low Daytime Yes



BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Ever dreamt of starting a band or being that lead singer that hogs the limelight...well this activity allows you the freedom to lose all inhibition and 
with reckless abandon chase that dream, even if it is only for your 5 minutes of fame with no fortune. 

The group will be divided into teams and then be required to select a song from an extensive song list; once the decision is made teams will be lead 
into wardrobe where you will have to transform themselves into character before being lead out onto stage where they will have to perform their 
selected song using all the props and gear provided. A suggestion for this activity, depending on the size of the group, is to have each team select 

and perform two song items.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness

Creative Thinking Positive Attitude Planning 

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

1-2 hrs 12 or More Low Day or night No



CRYPTIC CHALLENGE:

Communication is vital – how often do you here this phrase stressed or emphasized?  In this new and innovative challenge that we have 
put together you will learn to communicate in some incredible ways of old having an insight and first-hand experience of what it must 
be like to be a spy, as you and your team will have to complete a series of challenges solving certain  mysteries  and  deciphering  codes  

and  creating  ciphered  messages  in  order  to communicate your findings and to prevent opposing teams discovering your secrets.

This  challenge  is  fantastic  for  developing  communication  skills  and  will  also  require  great participation and interaction from each 
team member.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-4 hrs 6 or More Low Day or night No



This challenge is based on the popular international reality show, the only difference is there is no one wearing a hair-piece and at the 
end of the day no one gets fired.

Teams will be given specific tasks based on the amount of time allocated and also based on your desired outcomes. Tasks range from 
having to conceptualize and put together a brand, create  an  effective  marketing  campaign  and  even  try  to  get  sales of your  

product.  The challenge will require teams  to interact with strangers  and go  all out to be chosen  as the apprentice team and win the 
grand prize.

This  challenge  is  also  really  incredible  for  developing  communication  skills  and  will  also require great participation and interaction 
from each team member.

This event can be structured as a  full day or half day event, the full day event works well with the teams then having to dress up and 
prepare an awards banquet as well.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Conflict Resolution Planning Creative thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-4 hrs 6 or More Low Day or night No

THE APPRENTICE:



The Wii Olympics is designed and structured to get everyone involved & to open your eyes, hearts & minds to new concepts and ideas as 
well as to a new arena of FUN…yes FUN…it is a guaranteed 4 hour activity filled with fun from the first whistle to the final prize giving.

With ten large format televisions and ten Nintendo Wii consoles we are able to cater for up to forty participants and offer 10 different 
sporting codes making up an incredible Wii Olympic event.

Every participant has the opportunity to participate in a minimum of three different sporting codes, representing his or her country and 
standing a chance to rake in some gold medals and push his or her country into the lead for overall prizes and the glory of being Wii 

Olympic Champions!

Every event ends off with an official prize giving with genuine Wii Olympic medals being handed to the participants that faired the best 
in their particular sporting codes and a unique trophy and certificate will be handed to the winning “country” for them to return to the 

office with complete bragging rights.

Throughout the activity teams will also be encouraged to make use of technology to help them prepare a presentation on the country 
that they have chosen to represent.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Creative thinking Presentation Skills

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-5 hrs 10 or More Low - Med Day or night No

Wii OLYMPICS



Three...Two…One…GO!

Our Amazing Race Challenged is crafted and put together for which ever venue you choose and can work for small groups or big groups. 
The challenge commences with us splitting the group  into  teams  and  then  handing  each  team  a  brief  with  the  activities  for  the  

race, planning is crucial in order to succeed and ultimately to win the race. Along the way team may encounter  some  “obstacles”  in the  
form  of a  road-block,  pit  stop, speed-bump  or  U- turn.  These  challenges  will  have  to  be  completed  before  teams  can  advance  to  
the  next destination.  Teams  must  carry  out  all  of  the  instructions  carefully  and  ensure  that  they complete all the tasks correctly 

as they will not be able to check-in if something is wrong.

The Amazing Race is lots of fun and anybody can participate. It’s a great way to work together under pressure and also to understand 
time management and diligence.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Time Management Planning Creative thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-5 hrs 10 or More Low - Medium Day or night No

THE AMAZING RACE



Our  mini  formula  one  challenge  is  designed  to  get  the  adrenaline  pumping  and  your creativity flowing as you as a team will have 
to create your own racing car, decorate it and prepare  it  for  a  race  around  a  circuit,  at  the  same  time  your  team  will  also  compete  

in  a large  scale  formula  one scalectric race, hoping to  take  home  the  coveted  gold  medal  and hold the title as F1 champions.

Your teams will also compete in various other challenges relating to the formula one environment and this event promises to be loads of 
fun and makes room for great participation from all your team mates.

Outcome of these activities:
Teamwork Team dynamics & Morale Cohesiveness Positive attitude

Communication Presentation Skills Planning Creative thinking

Time Allocation: Group Size: Physical Strain: Time of day: Venue Specific:

3-5 hrs 10 or More Low - Medium Day or night No

MINI FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE



Apart from all of the activities above, Keltram is also in a position to offer you some other fun and adventurous activities, either as part 
of some of the existing activities or as stand- alone activities, just for fun.

Rodeo Bull Ultimate Survival Challenge Abseiling 4 x 4 Adventures Action Sports

We hope that you have enjoyed this brief overview of almost everything that we have to offer  and  remember  that  we  will  always  
undertake  to  ensure  that  your  specific  events package is tailor made to fit all of your requirements and we look forward to serving 

you in every capacity in the future.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:
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